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ABSTRACT
“Cyber Physical Systems: The Need and Agenda for Re-integrating Physical and Information
Sciences”
Cyber-physical systems are engineered as networks of interacting physical and computational
processes. Most modern products in major industrial sectors, such as automotive, avionics, medical
devices or energy production and distribution already are or rapidly becoming CPS, driven by new
requirements and competitive pressures. Science and technology advancements in the 20th century
have produced methods and tools for designing computational and physical systems in isolation.
However, these methods have proved to be inadequate in a large range of CPS, where
computational and physical processes are so tightly integrated that it is not possible to identify
whether behavioral characteristics are the result of computations (computer programs), physical laws,
or both working together, and where functionality and salient system characteristics are emerging
through the interaction of physical and computational objects.
The past fifteen years provided ample evidence that the separation of information science and
physical science has created a divergence in scientific foundations and technologies that has become
strongly limiting to progress in the design of CPS. For example, dominant abstractions in
programming languages typically avoid the explicit representation of time and other aspects of
physicality, lumping together all related physical design considerations as “non-functional”
requirements (such as timing, power and reliability). On the physical side, although engineering
increasingly relies on computer based implementations, systems science has developed and evolved
abstractions that largely neglect salient properties of computing and communication platforms (such
as scheduling, resource management, network delays) and considers those as secondary
implementation issues. The resulting barrier between systems and computer science has kept the
research communities apart - splitting education into isolated disciplines and resulting in
compartmentalized design flows that ultimately lead to major difficulties and failures as complexity
increases.
This talk will focus on model-based engineering that has the potential to make real change here. It
offers opportunity for designing and relating abstraction layers across design concerns using domain
specific modeling languages, allows the development of semantic foundations for composing
heterogeneous models and modeling languages and provides foundations and tools for relating
models through transformations. Model-based software, network, systems and control engineering
creates opportunities for a new convergence between physical and information sciences.
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